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WHAT IS KINGEX ?

King ex is an educational ,social and creative 
platform where users are exposed to educative, 
entertaining and quality contents round the 
world.

Powered by Speedking.



Benefits of  using king ex

1. A good way to safe data with enough data.

2. Security.

3. Initiative and innovations

4. Employment

5. Free educational contents.

6. Bookshop

7. Users can easily publish contents for sale which will be a 

welcome to the future

8. Hope for brighter education

9. Positive education.

10.Easy crypto adaptation technology.



Add liquidity with any tokens on Uniswap. Visit https://www.kingex.xyz/ex

https://www.kingex.xyz/ex
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Swap token easily with KingEx



1. Swap : This is for swapping tokens 

2. Pool : This is for  creating liquidity in tokens , you can add or remove liquidity

3. SKTG : This is for adding LP to SKTG but it is still in beta 

4. Token Ticker : The token you wish to swap or buy with ETH.
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1. The share button : To share to various social media platforms  

2. The Verified tag : For verified social media professionals.

3. The login Page : To login users, enter the username/password and 
enter your login details there.

4. In the 4th option, you can change the theme to dark/light depends 
on your choice.



This is a chit chat place where you can chat with your friends. 
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1. The “activity text” : it is used for posting /sending 
messages

2. The Group profile photo

3. The Meet button : an easy way to do video call 
with your friends and loved ones without your data 
being tracked

4. In the 4th option, you can change the theme to 
dark/light depends on your choice.
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This is the menu options of Speedkingtoken



This is for posting a Job’s to user’s .



THANKS FOR READING 


